NASA Education Core Data

Information

Please fill out only one form for your institution. Use this form to report summary data on publications, patents, and proposals. All affiliates who received Space Grant funds this year must fill out this form.

1. Institution Name:

2. Which NASA Mission Directorates or offices did your Space Grant-related projects align with (mark all that apply)?
   - Aeronautics Research Mission Directorate
   - Human Exploration & Operations (HEO)
   - Office of Chief Technologist
   - Science Mission Directorate
   - Office of Education
   - Other (please specify)

3. A partnership is a reciprocal and voluntary relationship between the activity personnel and NASA, industry, or other partners, to cooperatively achieve the goals of the activity. Was there a partnership with a NASA center on the activity? If so, please provide a very brief description.

Publications and Presentations

(Please enter "0" where applicable.)

4. How many AUTHORS have PUBLISHED RESULTS of research/activities directly attributable to projects supported by Space Grant? Were any of these student authors?

5. How many authors have SUBMITTED MANUSCRIPTS of research/activities directly attributable to projects supported by Space Grant but are NOT YET PUBLISHED?
6. For each publication (both submitted and published) please list the following:

--Author, Year, Title, Publication Name
--Peer Reviewed?
--Is Author a Student?
--Submitted or Published?
--Program Element this Publication is Associated with (Fellowship/Scholarship, Higher Education, Research Infrastructure, Precollege, Informal Education)

7. How many INVITED PAPERS, based on research/activities directly attributed to projects supported by Space Grant, were presented?

8. How many SELF-SUBMITTED PAPERS based on research/activities directly attributed to projects supported by Space Grant, were PRESENTED at conferences that use a REVIEW PROCESS?

9. For each presentation please list the following:

--Title, Presenter, Venue

10. How many PROPOSALS for additional funding (NASA and external), based on research/activity supported by Space Grant, were SUBMITTED?

11. How many PROPOSALS for additional funding (NASA and external), based on research/activity supported by Space Grant, were FUNDED?
12. What is the total dollar value of the amount received through proposals WON (FUNDED)?

13. For each FUNDED proposal please list:

--Title
--Name of Funding Organization
--Amount Requested
--Amount Received

If not applicable, please enter "N/A".

14. How many PATENTS, based on research/activity supported by Space Grant, have been APPLIED FOR? Were any students on the patent application?

15. How many PATENTS, based on research/activity supported by Space Grant, have been GRANTED?

16. For each PATENT please provide:

--PATENT Number, Date Received

17. How many PATENT LICENSES, based on research/activities supported by Space Grant, have been issued?
18. For each PATENT LICENSE please provide:

--LICENSE Number, Date Issued

19. How many TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER activities have RESULTED from research/activities supported by Space Grant?

20. For each TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER activity please provide:

--Activity, Transfer Partner

21. Form complete?

☐ This form is complete and ready to submit to the California Space Grant Consortium